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is called the magnetic-field intewity. It is the magnetic density,
that is, the number of lines of magnetic force per cm2, produced
by the magnetising force of / ampere turns per cm. in empty space.
The magnetic density t in lines of magnetic force per cm2, pro-
duced by the field intensity $€ in any material is
<B = M3C,	(15)
where p in a conntant of the material, a "magnetic conductivity,"
and is called the permeability, jj, «= I or very nearly bo for most
materials, with the exception of very few, the so-called magnetic
Materials : iron, cobalt, nickel, and some alloys and oxides of
these metals and of manganese and chromium.
If then A is the section of the magnetic circuit, the total magnetic
flux is
* - Ato.	(16)
Obviously, if the magnetic1, field is not uniform, equations (13)
and (IB) would be correspondingly modified;/ in (13) would be
the average magnetising forces while the actual magnetizing force
would vary, being higher at the denser, and lower at the less dense,
parts of the magnetic circuit:
,-£•
In (16), the magnetic flux <I> would be derived by integrating the
densities CB over the total section of the magnetic circuit.
n,  Entirely analogous relations exist in the dielectric circuit.
To produce a dielectric Jlux N^, an electromotive force <? is required,
which is measured in volts, The o.m.f. per unit length of the
dielectric circuit then in called the doctrifying force or the voltage
gradient, and ib
(t - J.	(IB)
unit diHtamw with unit force. The unit field intensity, th«wt wa« defined as
the fMd Intensity at unit distance from unit magnetic miuin, and represented
by ona him* (or rather "tubo") of magnetic force. The magnetic flux of unit
magnetic xnaMH (or "unit magnat pole") horoby boewno 4r linos of force, and
thin intrcKitiof<l tho factor 4 «• Into many magnetic ciuan titles. An attempt
to drop thin fact<or 4 *• has failed, att the znttgnotio unita ware already too woll
factor K)*"4 altM> appmro undeiirablc, but when tho electrical units
were introduced tho al>w>hitci unit appaawd m too largo a value of current as
practical unit, and one-tonth of it wm ohooen as unit, and called "ampere."

